These epic fantasy series share the complex plotting, world-building, and vivid characters struggling with good and evil of George R.R. Martin’s *Song of Fire and Ice* series.

**Kingkiller Chronicles** -
book 1 - *The Name of the Wind*
by Patrick Rothfuss

**Sword of Truth** -
book 1 - *Wizard's First Rule*
by Terry Goodkind

**Codex Alera** -
book 1 - *Furies of Calderon*
by Jim Butcher

**Tide Lords** -
book 1 - *The Immortal Prince*
by Jennifer Fallon

**Malazan Book of the Fallen** -
book 1 - *Gardens of the Moon*
by Steven Erikson

**Drenai Saga** -
book 1 - *Legend*
by David Gemmell

**Staff and the Sword Series** -
book 1 - *A Cast of Stones*
by Patrick W. Carr

**Trial of Blood and Steel** -
book 1 - *Sasha*
by Joel Shepherd

**Dagger and the Coin** -
book 1 - *The Dragon's Path*
by Daniel Abraham

**The Acacia Trilogy** -
book 1 - *Acacia*
by David Anthony Durham

**Lightbringer Series** -
book 1 - *The Black Prism*
by Brent Weeks

**The First Law Trilogy** -
book 1 - *The Blade Itself*
by Joe Abercrombie

**The Sundering Duology** -
book 1 - *Banewatcher*
by Jacqueline Carey

**The Black Company Series** -
book 1 - *The Black Company*
by Glen Cook

**Stormlight Archive** -
book 1 - *The Way of Kings*
by Brandon Sanderson

**The Shadowmarch Series** -
book 1 - *Shadowmarch*
by Tad Williams

**The Earthsea Cycle** -
book 1 - *A Wizard of Earthsea*
by Ursula K. LeGuin

**The Godless World** -
book 1 - *Winterbirth*
by Brian Ruckley

**Shattered Kingdoms Trilogy** -
book 1 - *Blood’s Pride*
by Evie Manieri

**The Prince of Nothing** -
book 1 - *The Darkness That Comes Before*
by R. Scott Bakker

**The Chathrand Voyage** -
book 1 - *The Red Wolf Conspiracy*
by Robert V.S. Redick

**Chronicles of Amber** -
book 1 - *Nine Princes in Amber*
by Roger Zelazny

**Man of His Word Series** -
book 1 - *Magic Casement*
by Dave Duncan

**The Farseer Trilogy** -
book 1 - *Assassin's Apprentice*
by Robin Hobb

**Acts of Caine Series** -
book 1 - *Heroes Die*
by Woodring Stover

**Chalion Series** -
book 1 - *The Curse of Chalion*
by Lois McMaster Bujold

**The Godslayer Chronicles** -
book 1 - *Shadowfall*
by James Clemens

**Magister Trilogy** -
book 1 - *Feast of Souls*
by C.S. Friedman

**Swans War Series** -
book 1 - *The One Kingdom*
by Sean Russell

**Memory, Sorrow and Thorn Series** -
book 1 - *The Dragonbone Chair*
by Tad Williams

**The Night Angel Trilogy** -
book 1 - *Way of Shadows*
by Brent Weeks